AGENDA
QSCU Meeting - September 24th 2018
Parsa Rajabi

- President

Sean Colford

- Vice President

Emily Medema

- VP Finance

Liam Welsh, Esq.

- Internal Coordinator

Lauren St. Clair

- Events Coordinator

Kathryn Lecha

- External C
 oordinator

Brittany Miller

- Social Media Coordinator

Mackenzie Salloum

- Computer Science Representative

Cole Priestman

- Math Representative

Sabrina Madsen

- Physics Representative

Kristine Kim

- Stats Representative

Phil Shreeves

- Grad Representative

Attending: Liam, Parsa, Sean, Emily, Kristine, Kathryn, Mack, Lauren (Non Exec: Jillian,
Alex, David, Dhruv, Charisma, Kat, James, Drew, Stephanie)
SNACKS: DNE
Note: Please use ACTION in red for things that need to be done as there are a lot to
talk about and makes it easier for future references
PRE MEETING:
- Room Setup- it’s good
- There are a lot of things to talk about so let’s it going
- SEAN WANTS TO TALK ABOUT SIGN UPS
- People are inherently lazy and don’t want to sign up on the website and/or
go through facebook to find our group. They aren’t going to here about
events on facebook (be sure to like, comment, and subscribe). How well will
Facebook advertise us?

Parsa
❏ CAMPING!
❏ Thanks Emily :’)
❏ T-Shirt ETA is THIS THURSDAY! (hopefully they didn’t screw it up again *sad face* )
❏ When is everyone free for the exec photoshoot?
❏ Bullet Board
❏ What do y’all think we should put on it? NEED SUGGESTIONS
❏ Event Posters, events section, bob ross, see Parsa’s drawing on the
whiteboard, pictures of execs, “meet your prof”
❏ NwHacks follow up
❏ Lauren/Mack? - No follow up
❏ If we want funding from Tuum Est (max $3500)
❏ Deadlines either October 12th or November 16th !!!!
❏ UBCSUO funding - on their website
❏ Unit 5 also has funding
❏ Scott’s Idea - COSC 360 prof
❏ More social events for professors at The Well ™
❏ He loves beer - nice
❏ He suggested we should do a coding competition?!
❏ Entry fee and prizes
❏ UBCSUO Meeting - All Course Union Presidents vs Amal
❏ Wednesday @ 1:00 - 2:00
❏ Topic of discussion: Pub Crawls and Insurance Policy
❏ I will report back about what was said and if we made any progress with
them
❏ (I) Liam wants to come, so I’m going to come
❏ Workshops
❏ COSC->Git (first week of october-- too soon?), Python (Accelerate or Ryan or
Ramon)?
❏ Math-> Math bio - second semester?
❏ Stats -> Intro to R? - First midterm is the 15th, let’s try to do it after their
midterm
❏ Physics -> ?
❏ @Sean Guitar Pedal?
❏ Got it working, need to look up materials cause the physics
department doesn't have enough.
❏ November? Maybe October is too full so end of October, beginning of
November

❏ Let’s talk about Midterm Review Sessions
❏ Selling packages
❏ David: Cant have an SL review session that requires students to pay there,
but we can ask them to pay for pizza. David seems nice.
❏ Math and Physics SL, bulk order pizza, figure it out from there.
❏ We want to boost the Math and Physics and promote it and come help
❏ Collab with SL (Supplement Learning) - There are some issues to this. To be
discussed.
❏ Decisions about how to schedule it and pricing. Talk with SL
❏ Possible dates: October 12th, David is in charge of booking a room, planning
it, and sending us the info about it so we will promote it, and we will show up
and help
❏ David: The more the better, cause a lot of kids will come
❏ David: I get paid to be there, no one else does (LOL GET REKT)
❏ Class announcements
❏ https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15Lgr93kYyU4wD9Bk1GwndYk86
rAlRbR0ZbXJvxF2nG4/edit?usp=sharing
❏ PLS SIGN UP! Let’s get these out of the way BEFORE OCTOBER!
❏ 2 people can sign up per class but you can do solo if u want
❏ Let’s get a script going so we’re ALL consistent with all the information we
present to the students - feel free to edit cause english isn’t my first language
:)
❏ https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zYeEvMuDR7wPXlnbFOyYc6
vMoRwotVnGm4LkQ20nuYo/edit?usp=sharing
Lauren
❏ Written by Liam: Can you, or do you want me to, write up an email trying to gauge
interest for badminton and “not beers” afterwards, send to Unit 5 coordinators and
mass email out to see whos down. Thinking end of october, beginning of november
❏ Lauren here, already done!
❏ Job Crush Promotion
❏ Waiting on Stargazing posters
❏ Volunteers to put them up?
❏ Thoughts about dropping like $5 to promote this event?
❏ Sure! Is there a payment method that we are going to continually use,
or should I use my credit card? - Lauren can do this, thanks Lauren
❏ Eng. Soc. wants to do a joint Board Games night - oh fuck yeah
❏ Maybe october kinda around midterms but lets let them figure it out, could
do after midterms to cry
Brittany

❏ From Parsa: Meme Mondays on all of our social media accounts
❏ Let’s vote for the FIRST meme that we should put up today
Emily
❏ Possible new information brought up in the SUO meeting
❏ EngSoc Gaming Night
❏ Lauren?
❏ Hot Chocolate/Coffee Sales at Heat Games
❏ They want us to sell this to fundraise
❏ From Parsa: Collaborate with other course unions for Krispy Donuts
❏ Some course unions that I think would be interested
❏ ENGsoc
❏ EESC
❏ MCU
❏ Idk about CCU tbh
❏ THE SORORITY
Sean
❏ Psych course union wants to do EEG with us. They seemed to just wanna sponsor
us, ill read the email to everyone.
❏ SL wants to work with us on the review session, I invited David Hallinen today
about that.
Kristen
❏
Kathryn
❏ BC Tutors wants to work with us.
❏ Drew said he was coming to this meeting to meet y’all too but I guess
not
❏ He’s HERE!
❏ My name is Drew, I’m in my second year Math
❏ We are an organization that includes a wide array of tutors in a variety of
subjects in various levels of education. BC Tutors is thankful for being here
and wants to work with us.
❏ Liam is better (CHEAPER) than them
❏ Thanks Leopard
❏ Anthro Course Union wants do something but that has nothing to do with us
❏ Math History with our bro Wayne
❏ Also I’m about to email QHR about sponsorship
❏ But it’s not kissassy enough yet
Liam

❏ I wanna talk about the new not pub crawl schedule -THAT IS IN NO WAY
AFFILIATED WITH THE QSCU ;)
❏ Did you get a stamp or something for this?
❏ Lauren here I was thinking of getting a stamp from the dollar store
❏ Second option schedule?
❏ 7:30-8:30 OFlans -> Roses, and then the alternate route is 7:30-8:30 -> Tree?

❏ From Parsa: Update with newsletter?
❏ External Coordinator: should also be a liason with course union
Mack
❏ yeet
Sabrina
❏ Observing Event
❏ I have confirmed the 10th as main date and the 11th as the rain date
❏ The event will be broken into a talk: from 7:00 to 7:30 and telescope
observing from 7:30 to 8:30
❏ They have a table, coffee maker and coffee urn with electricity where we can
make hot chocolate but we have to bring our own water/hot chocolate
❏ Would making hot chocolate be in the budget? I think the containers
for the powder are around $5-$10.
❏ We can’t have hot chocolate around the telescopes though!
❏ I am working on making a carpool spreadsheet (just on Google docs)
❏ Lauren has made a Facebook event (Thank you!) we just need posters now
*Lauren here, just waiting on the SUO to have them printed :)
❏ P.S. Sorry I can’t make it this week! Let me know if you have any questions for me.

WE ARE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH ASSA

